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Discovery is a treasure trove of wildly addictive, low-budget reality programmes that have spawned passionate superfans. Take 90 Day Fiance,
which airs on the TLC network. It is such a ratings magnet ...
The first major acquisition by Netflix ought to be Discovery
A little over three years ago, the partners at Jax Media took a big gamble. The New York indie production banner had prospered through its artisanal
approach to producing TV series for such ...
Jax Media Sees Growth Spurt After Imagine Deal With Netflix Pact, Jobs Initiative
"The Last Kingdom" is headed into the last season. After six years, split between two different networks, Season 5 will be its final.
‘The Last Kingdom’ on Netflix to End With Season 5
A SIM card, or subscriber identity module, is a small card in your cellphone that lets you place phone calls, send text messages, and more.
A guide to SIM cards, the small chips that connect your phone to a cellular network
The new “Play Something” feature from Netflix is finally getting a release today. The new feature adds a button that will suggest something random
for users to watch, based on your viewing habits.
Netflix’s new “Play Something” shuffle button has to be its best feature yet
This article lists movies to be removed by the end of this month. Readers will likely miss out on these flicks from Netflix by the end of May. The first
day of May has already removed over 30+ titles ...
From Sherlock to 50 First Dates: List of Netflix movies to be removed in May 2021
Instead of having subscribers start their streaming sessions scrolling through rows and rows of content, they wondered what would happen if a show
or movie simply began playing as soon as someone ...
Inside Netflix’s Quest to End Scrolling
NETFLIX is unleashing another chilling tale on its audience, this time with The Sons of Sam: A Descent into Darkness. The four part-series is about a
serial killer who terrorised New York in the ...
Is Netflix’s The Sons of Sam: A Descent into Darkness based on a true story?
Following an extended multi-month delay, Lucifer Season 5B will be available on Netflix starting May 28th. That's still weeks away, but that
prolonged break gave fans plenty of folks time to catch up ...
Netflix's Lucifer: Premiere Date, Cast, And More Quick Things We Know About Season 5B
If you log on to Netflix any time soon, you’re likely to see the words “play something” dangling below the profile icons on the menu screen. Click
these words and you’ll be taken directly to the ...
Netflix shuffle: is the new ‘play something’ feature worth it?
There’s an old joke that made the rounds on Twitter a few years back which said that there’s only one Netflix subscriber in the world and that his
password was being shared by millions of people.
Here’s what Netflix’s CEO has to say about password sharing
Netflix has unveiled a new feature that takes the guesswork out of figuring out what to watch. Play Something, a feature that Vulture reported has
been in the works for decades, basically makes it so ...
Netflix unveils Play Something, a new feature designed to make streaming more like regular TV
The series explores the theory of journalist Maury Terry that Son of Sam serial killer David Berkowitz did not act alone.
TV: Netflix documentary series on Son of Sam killer Berkowitz | Charlotte Observer
Walt Disney Co. reached an agreement to broadcast and stream films from rival studio Sony Pictures after they run on Netflix, gaining access to
future installments of franchises like “Spider-Man.” ...
Disney to Get Online, TV Access to Sony Films After Netflix
A selective critical checklist of notable Wednesday TV.
New Network for ‘Kids,’ ‘Sons of Sam’ on Netflix, ‘Million’ Gets Real, ‘Crank Yankers’
Emily is heading back to Paris and St Tropez and other locations across France after Emily In Paris started production on season two. This comes as
Netflix revealed that the Lily Collins-fronted ...
‘Emily In Paris’ Starts Production On Season 2 As Netflix Reveals Lily Collins Series Was Streamer’s Most Popular Comedy In 2020
The Southern African Music Rights Organisation says it has started collecting royalties on behalf of its members from TikTok, Facebook and Netflix
after concluding licensing agreements with the ...
SA musicians to get royalties via TikTok, Facebook and Netflix
With Headspace guides to meditation and sleep, the streamer is betting on a booming industry. But can you binge mindfulness?
Netflix wants to help you sleep. Why wellness is the next front in the streaming wars
The new animated feature from Netflix treats its protagonist's identity matter-of-factly but with care — which is exactly how it ought to be.
Netflix's 'The Mitchells vs. the Machines' is how to do LGBTQ representation in kids' movies
Netflix has a massive global subscriber base and has proven its ability to create pop culture moments -- "Tiger King" was a breakout pandemic hit -but is this the year it becomes an Oscars ...
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